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Few-body nuclear physics often relies upon phenomenological models, with new efforts at ab-

initio theory reported recently; both need high-quality benchmark data, particularly at low center-
of-mass energies. We use high-energy-density plasmas to measure the proton spectra from 3He+T
and 3He+3He fusion. The data disagree with R-matrix predictions constrained by neutron spectra
from T+T fusion. We present new analysis of the 3He+3He proton spectrum, these benchmarked
spectral shapes should be used for interpreting low resolution data, such as solar-fusion cross-section
measurements.

For few-body nuclear reactions, like the fusion be-
tween three-nucleon nuclei, an ab-initio calculation re-
quires solving a several-body quantum system, which
is challenging when including many-body forces. These
many-body calculations have shown good agreement with
experimental data for the A = 5 D+T and D+3He fu-
sion reactions[1]. There has also been recent work[2, 3]
on ab-initio structure calculations of several A = 6 nu-
clei. Typically, modeling of these reactions have relied
upon R-matrix models[4, 5], which have coefficients that
must be constrained by experimental data. Reactions
with three particles in the final state provide an ad-
ditional challenge; the R-matrix theory treats the final
state as sequential-decay branches, which may lack im-
portant physics of the final-state interaction of the reac-
tion products.

A set of reactions emblematic of this challenge are the
fusion reactions of 3He and/or tritium (T): 3He+3He,
3He+T, and T+T. High-quality spectral data from
accelerator-beam experiments are unavailable for these
reactions, particularly 3He+3He and 3He+T, as reported
spectra typically have poor resolution or statistics and
are taken at high center-of-mass energy (Ecm).

The T+T reaction has been studied in accelerator-
beam experiments at Ecm = 110 keV [6] and at Ecm =
250 keV [7]. More recently, experiments using high-
energy-density (HED) plasmas measured the neutron
spectrum at very low Ecm, 16− 23 keV [8, 9]. Sayre et al
utilize a R-matrix analysis to argue that the TT reaction
is dominated by the 5He 1/2− partial wave, in contra-
diction to prior work. This strongly motivates studies of
the 3He+3He and T+3He reactions to probe the underly-
ing physics governing the reaction of few-body systems.
The T+T and 3He+3He reactions are mirror reactions,
expected to by governed by similar nuclear physics after
Coulomb corrections.

The 3He+3He reaction is of particular interest due to

its role as the dominant energy-producing step in the
solar proton-proton I chain[10]. The cross section (S-
factor) has been measured in several accelerator-beam
experiments[11–16]. However, accurate measurements of
the 3He+3He produced proton spectrum have not been
made at low energy, yet it is critical for interpreting low-
energy cross-section measurements relevant to solar fu-
sion. Analysis of experimental results often assume sim-
ple spectral shapes, such as an elliptical proton spectrum
where the kinematic energy is distributed amongst the
three reaction products assuming no nuclear interactions.
The T+T mirror-reaction data suggest that this may be
an inaccurate assumption.

In this Letter we report the first measurements of
charged-particle spectra from 3He+3He and 3He+T fu-
sion using HED plasmas, compare the data to R-matrix
predictions constrained by T+T data, and present new
spectral shapes inferred from fits to the data. Using ther-
mal plasmas enables high-quality measurements at low
Ecm (86 ± 6 keV for the 3He+T reaction, and 165 ± 45
keV for 3He+3He) of the 4π average spectrum. These
reactions have the following branches:

3He + 3He →
4He + 2p (Q = 12.86 MeV), (1)

→
5Li + p (2)

→
5Li∗ + p (3)

T + 3He →
4He + D (Q = 14.3 MeV), (4)

→
4He + n + p (Q = 12.1 MeV),(5)

→
5He + p (6)

→
5He∗ + p (7)

→
5Li + n (8)

→
5Li∗ + n (9)

→
6Li + γ (Q = 15.8 MeV). (10)

For each reaction the energy liberated (Q value) is given;
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for reactions 2-3 the liberated energy is equivalent to re-
action 1 after the subsequent Li decay, likewise for re-
actions 6-9 and 5. Measurements of the T+3He γ-ray
branch (Eq. 10) were recently reported[17]. The radia-
tive capture reaction 3He(3He,γ)6Be has a branching ra-
tio ∼ 4 × 10−5 and is thus negligible[18]. In this work
we report measurements of the proton spectra from re-
actions 1-3 for 3He+3He and branches 5-9 for T+3He.

The fusion reactions in this work occur in an HED
plasma. The OMEGA laser[19] illuminates the outside of
a thin-glass microballoon capsule filled with the gaseous
fusion fuel. As the laser light is absorbed by the glass, ex-
tremely high ablation pressures develop, on the order of
100 MBar. This launches a strong spherically-converging
shock[20] into the gas, which rebounds at the center, cre-
ating fusion-relevant conditions in the fuel. The glass mi-
croballoon is thin enough that its mass is substantially
ablated by the laser drive, an ‘exploding pusher’[21]. The
60 laser beams generate a total approximately 18 − 30
kJ of 3ω (351nm) light in a square pulse of 0.6 − 1.0
ns duration[22]. An experimental schematic is shown in
Fig. 1. These implosions create a fully-ionized plasma
approximately 80−100 µm in diameter at a temperature
of ∼ 20 keV and density ∼ 0.1 g/cc, with negligible[23]
areal density <

∼ 1 mg/cm2.

The glass capsules had thicknesses between 2 − 3 µm
with diameters of 860 − 960 µm. These capsules were
diffusion filled with a mixture or T2 and 3He, or only
with 3He gas to study the two reactions of interest[24].

For each study (3He+T or 3He+3He), a set of charged-
particle spectrometers based on CR-39 detection[25] were
used to measure the proton spectra. For the 3He+T
study, the T3He-p were measured with the charged-
particle spectrometers (CPS)[26] and the Magnetic Re-
coil Spectrometer (MRS) [27, 28]. For the 3He+3He
study, the Wedge Range Filter (WRF) spectrometers
were used [29]. The CPS and MRS have better resolu-
tion (∼ 100 keV FWHM) but less solid angle (∼ 4×10−6

[CPS] and ∼ 4 × 10−5 [MRS] sr), and thus can be used
for the 3He+T reaction, which has a higher cross section.
The WRF spectrometers can be placed within 10.5 cm of
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FIG. 1: Experimental schematic. Left: a capsule
containing fuel is illuminated by the 60 OMEGA laser
beams. Right: the capsules used in this experiment
were thin-glass microballoons filled with a mixture of

T2 and 3He, or pure 3He.

the implosion, giving high solid angle (∼ 3× 10−4 sr) for
measuring products of the 3He+3He reaction, which has
a much lower cross section. The WRF energy resolution
is ∼ 220 keV Gaussian σ. Additionally, the WRF can
only measure the proton spectrum above >

∼ 5 MeV.

The 3He+T proton spectrum was measured on five
OMEGA shots (70404, 70405, 70407, 70408, and 70410).
To increase statistics the individually-measured spectra
from each shot are summed into a single spectrum. The
CPS is used for energies below 5 MeV while the MRS is
used above 5 MeV. CPS data was also taken at higher
energy, and is consistent with the MRS, but is not used
due to poorer resolution at higher energy. The 3He+3He
spectrum was measured on four OMEGA shots (61241,
61252, 63038, and 70411). On each shot four WRF spec-
trometers are fielded, and a weighted mean spectrum is
computed for each shot. Due to the low yield the four
shots are then combined into a single summed spectrum
to improve statistics (see Supplemental Material). The
WRFs can only measure the spectrum at higher energies.

The average Ecm for each reaction must also be
known. Fuel ion temperatures are typically diagnosed by
spectroscopy of Doppler-broadened fusion-product lines.
Since the fuel contains a small impurity of deuterium (D),
we use the 3He(D,p)4He reaction as a temperature diag-
nostic by measuring the proton line width. The fuel tem-
perature is inferred using relativistic kinematics [30]. For
the 3He+T reaction the temperature dependence is very
similar to 3He+D, so Ecm was determined to be 86 ± 6
keV for the 3He+T data. For the 3He+3He reaction, the
3He+D burn-averaged temperature is taken as a lower
limit, with an upper limit from radiation-hydrodynamics
calculations, giving Ecm = 165 ± 45 keV. For more dis-
cussion on determining Ecm see Refs. 17, 31, and 32.

R-matrix modeling[4, 5, 33], which is a phenomenolog-
ical treatment based on several ‘feeding factors’ related
to scattering amplitudes and the relative abundance of
reaction branches, was used to predict the spectral com-
ponents for these nuclear reactions. The feeding factors
were determined from a fit to the Wong et al. (Ref. 7)
T+T data at Ecm = 250 keV. The calculation accounts
for the difference in reactants by the basic mirror sym-
metry assumption.

The calculated R-matrix proton spectra are shown in
Fig. 2a (3He+3He) and 2b (T+3He). The dashed curves
result from the calculations constrained by the Wong et

al. T+T data. The total proton spectrum (black curve)
results from the contributions of several branches of the
reaction. For 3He+3He, the branches are 4He+pp (dipro-
ton, magenta curve), and through sequential decay of a
proton plus 5Li in the ground state (red curve) or an ex-
cited state (blue curve). The diproton branch represents
27% of the total, while the ground and excited states of
5Li are 21% and 51%, respectively. For 3He+T the re-
action branches are 4He+n+p (magenta [18.4%]), proton
emission and sequential decay through 5He in the ground
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FIG. 2: Top row: R-matrix calculations of the total proton spectrum and components for 3He+3He (a) and 3He+T
(b). Bottom row: comparison of the calculated R-matrix spectrum to the data for 3He+3He (c) and 3He+T (d).
Dashed curves are using feeding factors from the Wong et al. data, solid curves are from the fit to our data.

state or excited state (red [11.1%] and blue [25.8%], re-
spectively), or neutron emission and sequential decay
through 5Li in the ground or excited state (green [9.7%]
and cyan [35%], respectively). The calculated spectra are
shown area normalized to 1.

Our calculated spectra do not have a component with
an elliptical shape, which is a common approximation in
the literature. This would result from having uncharged
particles with angular momentum ℓ = 0 in all coordi-
nates. Since most of the resonances have ℓ = 1, and
the particles are charged, the closest thing we have to
this shape are the magenta curves corresponding to the
S-wave di-nucleon resonances (p-p and n-p for 3He+3He
and 3He+T, respectively). A purely elliptical shape does
not arise in any natural way from the theory, nor would
it appear to improve the agreement between the data and
our calculations.

To compare with the data the calculated Wong R-
matrix spectrum is convolved with a thermal Doppler
width and the instrument response function [34]. The

total particle yield is then set by a χ2 minimization, ad-
justing only the overall amplitude to best match the data.
The comparison is shown in Fig. 2c (3He+3He) and 2d
(3He+T), where the blue points are the data and the
red dashed curves are the convolved R-matrix predicted
proton spectra.

The data show some significant discrepancies with the
R-matrix calculations. For the 3He+3He reaction, the
fit clearly overestimates the spectral amplitude between
∼ 7− 8.5 MeV when matching the peak at 9.2 MeV that
corresponds to the 5Li ground state (see Fig. 2c). For the
3He+T reaction, the calculation clearly underestimates
the strength of the 5He ground state, missing the ampli-
tude of the peak at 9 MeV by about 40%, while over-
estimating the prevalence of the remaining components.
These differences are likely a result of the R-matrix am-
plitudes (feeding factors) not being the same for the 6Li
(T+3He) and 6Be (3He+3He) systems as they are for the
6He (T+T) system to which they were fit. There is also
the possibility of an energy dependence in these ampli-
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tudes that was not taken into account, since the Wong
experiment was at higher Ecm.

To better explain the data, we fit the spectral data
varying the prevalence of each reaction branch; the best-
fit results are shown in Fig. 2 by the solid curves. For
the 3He+3He data, the p+5Li ground state is slightly in-
creased to (24 ± 1stat ± 2sts)%, the p+5Li∗ branch is
substantially reduced to (29 ± 3stat ± 3sts)%, and the
pp+4He branch is increased to (46± 5stat± 6sts)%. We
quote uncertainties from both a statistical component as
well as uncertainty due to shot-to-shot variation in the
spectral shape, which are independent sources of uncer-
tainty (see Supplemental Material). As shown in Fig.
2c, the quality of fit is much improved; the reduced χ2

is 1.6 versus 3.9 for the Wong-constrained spectrum. For
the 3He+T proton spectrum, the p+5He branch is ap-
proximately doubled to 20% while the other branches
are reduced. The agreement with the 5He ground state
is significantly improved. The best fit is also in reason-
able agreement with the data between 1-4 MeV, given the
statistical uncertainty in the data, where the shape is pri-
marily dictated by the n+5Li* and 4He+n+p branches.
For more discussion of the best fits to both spectra, see
the Supplemental Material.

A second R-matrix calculation was performed for the
3He+3He reaction. In this second model, the R-matrix
calculation was first constrained by lower-energy TT-
n data from the NIF[9], included an angular effects in
the exchange amplitudes, and included the 1/2+ S-wave
channel. For details of the model differences, see Ref.
35. A comparison of these two models is shown in Fig.
3. The top plot (a) shows the total spectrum from each
calculation. To compare with the data, each model is
convolved with the thermal Doppler broadening and de-
tector response function (b). The second model seems
to further underestimate the 5Li ground state, shown by
the clear disagreement with the data around 9 MeV. The
dashed curves for each model use feeding factors from the
T+T data (Refs 7 and 9 respectively). We also perform
a fit of our data using Model 2, which requires a 1.77×
increase in the feeding factor for the 5Li ground state
relative to Ref. 9, which is shown in Fig. 3 by the solid
curves.

While both models describe the measured 3He+3He
proton spectrum well, a significant difference in shape
exists at low energy. This results in the inferred pro-
ton yield, integrated over the whole spectrum, differing
by 5% between these models. Using the T+T predicted
spectra or simple models can result in larger deviations
in inferred yield, up to ∼ 10%. In any experiments that
must assume a spectral shape, such as low-resolution or
low-statistics accelerator measurements, we recommend
that these best-fit spectra be used until a better under-
standing can be reached, and include a corresponding
uncertainty in the spectrum bounded by our two models.
This could potentially contribute to uncertainty in the
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FIG. 3: Second R-matrix calculation for 3He+3He
(Model 2) constrained using lower-energy TT data. (a)
comparison of the total spectrum (area normalized). (b)
comparison of each model to the data. For each model
the dashed curve is as predicted using T+T data in the
literature, and the solid curve is the best fit to our data.

3He+3He cross section at solar-fusion-relevant energies.

In conclusion, the first measurements of proton spec-
tra from the A = 6 fusion reactions 3He+3He and 3He+T
using inertial fusion implosions are reported in this Let-
ter. This relatively new measurement technique using a
thermal plasma as the source has been used in several
recent works[8, 9, 17, 32], notably for new measurements
of the T+T fusion neutron spectrum at lower energies
than was possible in accelerator-beam experiments. This
work complements those results by studying the reactions
3He+3He and 3He+T, measuring high-fidelity spectra at
low energy for the first time. We compare the data to pre-
dicted spectra from new R-matrix calculations that were
constrained by TT-n data higher or lower energy, and
find significant disagreement. This suggests that there is
either an unexpected difference between these reactions
that is not accounted for in the R-matrix calculations,
or a strongly energy-dependent mechanism. Within each
framework we report new analysis of the 3He+3He pro-
ton spectrum based on best fits to our data. In addition
to the relevance of this work to basic nuclear physics, the
spectral shape of 3He+3He at low energy is particularly
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important in the inference of that reaction’s cross section
from low-statistics accelerator-beam experiments.
This data provides a strong constraint on future theory

work, either using ab-initio techniques or the R-matrix
method. An even stronger constraint than this data
could be provided by measurements of the low-energy
part of the 3He+3He spectrum, particularly between 1−5
MeV (see Fig. 3b), where we find substantial differences
between the two models. This work is also significant
in that it is the first measurement of the 3He+3He fu-
sion reaction in a plasma environment. Experiments at
laser facilities, such as OMEGA and the NIF, can pro-
vide a plasma environment similar to astrophysical sys-
tems like stellar cores and the universe during big-bang
nucleosynthesis[17, 32]. This work therefore opens up
further studies of the spectrum closer to stellar ener-
gies, and measurements of the 3He+3He cross section in
a plasma environment.
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